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Abstract
We present Smooth Nondeterministic Arrows (SNA): a differentiable programming language with refinement types. Smooth arrows combine modern functional
programming concepts with favourable properties of deep neural networks. We
build upon the framework of arrows, limiting types to real-valued arrays to preserve differentiability, but extending the type system to support non-determinism.
The result is a language which supports reuse of computation and parameters
within a model; is comprehensible and composable by humans and hence accomodates (partially specified) domain specific knowledge; and naturally generalises
most neural network models.
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Introduction

Recently, artificial neural networks (ANNs) have advanced the state of the art in computer vision,
speech recognition and a variety of subfields of machine learning and probabilistic inference. ANNs
are computable functions, i.e., programs, and hence these feats can be viewed as achievements in
program synthesis. However, when viewed as a language for expressing functions, ANNs possess
few of the constructs found in contemporary programming languages. The consequence of this
is that ANNs (i) often possess far more parameters than is necessary [4, 16], (ii) are not easily
interpretable or composable by humans, and (iii) lack compositionality and modularity, hence do
not readily support the reuse of parameters or computations within or between models.
Two questions motivate our contribution. First, what are the salient properties of ANNs that enable
them to tackle problems beyond the domain of logic-based program synthesis methods (e.g. [17,
18]). Second, can these shortcomings of ANNs be alleviated by adopting concepts found in modern
programming languages. To this end, we present sub-differentiable, array-typed and parametrically
polymorphic arrows; or in short, Smooth Nondeterministic Arrows (SNA).
Arrows [6] are a concept developed in functional programming, but are an abstract view of computation in their own right. Arrows generalise monads and are strongly related to Freyd categories
[1]. For our purposes however, it suffices to view arrows as analogous to circuits; multi-input, multioutput functional units that can be wired together arbitrarily, i.e., composed in more exotic ways
than basic function composition.
SNA is restricted to integer and sub-differentiable array transformations. On the other hand, SNA
extends the arrow formalism with two types of nondeterminism. Refinement-type [14] based nondeterminism allows more properties of arrays (e.g. dimensionality, shape, values) to be reasoned about
by the type system, leading to simpler and more general programs that are less tedious to write.
Parametric nondeterminism semantically distinguishes parameters from inputs, and gives parameterised arrows first class status through a set of combinators and laws. Together, these properties
allow SNA to express complex function spaces with few parameters; naturally generalise the majority of existing neural network architectures; and support problems which require both learning and
domain-specific, human-specified knowledge (we build a ray-tracing arrow for inverse-rendering in
figure 1).
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Complementary Program Representations

The representations, methods and measures of correctness used in learning and inference differ significantly from those used in programming languages and formal methods. To synthesise these two
areas, we first identity those properties which appear critical to different program representations.
Although the effectiveness of modern artificial neural networks out-paces any conclusive explanation thereof, a number of formal and informal proposals have been made [2, 13, 10, 3]. ANNs
learn to represent concepts distributed as a pattern over a large number of cells [5], which in many
situations can express exponentially more concepts than non-distributed ones [2]. Modern ANNs
are deep: the number of paths, and hence ways to re-use different components of a network, grows
exponentially with depth. They are also sub-differentiable; exact derivatives for ANNs are obtained
through back-propagation [15]. Particularly in high dimensions, gradient (and higher order derivative) information is crucial for effective learning by optimisation.
Programming languages vary wildly. Nevertheless, a number of concepts have emerged as crucial
to developing complex programs, mostly independent of language. Recursion enables the reuse of
computation, and allows the size of a program to be independent of its input. Modern languages
structure a computation into a unit - for instance a procedure, function or method - which can be
referred to by name or address. This simple property dramatically increases the complexity of
computations that can be expressed with a given number of bits. Many languages also express
nondeterminism, most commonly in the form of type based polymorphism. Declarative languages
elevate nondeterminism to a central role. This allows the programmer to specify only what they
know, and leaves an inference procedure to determine the unknowns.

3

Smooth Nondeterminstic Arrows

Arrows [6, 12] represent computations that are function-like, in that they take inputs and produce
some output. Arrows have more structure than functions, and can be composed in more exotic
ways than simple function composition. Building complex programs using arrows involves wiring
simpler arrows together, hence arrows bear resemblance to electronic circuits, data-flow languages
[7], hardware description languages, and even neural networks.

Figure 1: Left. Building a recurrent sigmoid arrow set. At each intermediate stage, the combinators
used and resulting arrow and type are shown. Right: Application of arrows to inverse-rendering [8].
Arrows can combine learning with domain-specific knowledge (e.g. ray-tracing). (i) to (iv) visualise
stages of optimisation over scene (3D geometry, lighting, colours, etc), such that ray-traced scene is
close to observed image at top.
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Arrows are best explained by example. A sigmoid unit can be easily described as an arrow. This
arrow should take as input a vector of weights and a vector of inputs, and return their dot product
filtered through a sigmoid non-linearity. Using smooth arrows, we could write this unit as follows:
lif t(∗) ≫ lif t(sum) ≫ lif t(sigmoid)
lif t here is an arrow combinator; all complex arrows are made using combinators and all combinators can be derived from the primitive combinators shown in figure 2. lif t converts a function (e.g. ∗
which does pointwise multiplication of two vectors) into the corresponding arrow. The composition
combinator ≫ pipes the output of one arrow into the input of another. Note that construction of
this arrow was point free; we made no reference to the underlying values being passed through the
arrows. Point free programming simplifies equational reasoning about programs.
Recursion is modeled with cyclic arrows whose input depends on output from a previous time.
Recursive arrows are constructed using the loop combinator [11]. loop wires the last output of an
arrow into its last input. Liu et al [9] observed that the looping laws and and combinators in [11]
were in fact too general. In particular they are not causal; loop allows us to construct arrows whose
input depends on output at the same time. To restrict the class of arrows to be causal, any use of
loop must be accompanied by init. init is a combinator which takes a value x, and builds an arrow
whose output is initially x (regardless of input), but is thereafter its input (i.e., it then behaves like
the identity arrow). init enforces a temporal order of computation and hence causality. Figure 1 (i)
and (ii) show how to convert the sigmoid unit into a recurrent network, where the output (initially
set to 0 using init) is connected, using loop, to its input.

lif tα,β : (α → β) → (α
β)
≫α,β,γ : (α
β) × (β
γ) → (α
γ) loopα,β,γ : (α × γ
β × γ) → (α
f irstα,β,γ : (α
β) → (α × γ
β × γ)
initα : α → (α

β)
α)

Figure 2: Arrows are created with combinators. α × β → γ and α × β
γ respectively denote
a function and arrow from two input values of type α and β respectively, to value of type γ. lif t
converts a function f into a corresponding arrow. The composition arrow ≫ wires the output of a
into the input of b. f irst (and second as used in figure 1) returns an arrow with an additional input
below (above) the existing ones. Recursion is modeled with loop; causality is enforced with init.
3.1

Types based nondeterminism

Types ensure that arrows are well-formed; almost all well-typed smooth arrows will execute without error. Additionally, types which contain parameters provide a form of nondeterminism, which
especially when combined with arrow sets, allow us to write very abstract, modular programs.
Array Types. Real valued multidimensional arrays are most basic data type of SNA. Arrays are
flat (not nested) and homogeneous; they contain scalars all of the same type. An array type represents
a set of arrays. Notationally we use tuples to describe an array shape; for instance, (10, 20) refers to
all matrices of 10 rows and 20 columns.
A type can be parametrically polymorphic - which means it contains variables - with respect to any
combination of (i) the type of scalar it holds, (ii) the number of dimensions it has, (iii) its shape - the
number of elements in each dimension - or (iv) the values it contains. The type (m, n) is the set of
matrices of m rows and n columns; it is fixed in dimensionality (two) but parametric in shape. If m
and n are both unconstrained, (m, n) is the set of all matrices. Variables with the same symbol are
constrained to hold the same value; hence (m, m) is the set of all square matrices. Type parameters
can also be constrained, hence the type {(m, n) | m > n} refers to the set of all matrices with more
rows than columns.
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The type system of SNA, like all type systems, is conservative. For example, the output of the
sigmoid arrow is bounded between 0 and 1, but this is not expressed in its type. However, for
array computations the type is often sufficiently informative to eliminate incorrect programs and
resolve values which would otherwise be specified manually. With weaker type systems, building
complex array programs often leads to complicated and tedious data reshaping. In SNA, the types
of arrows such as reshape and transpose contain the required information for these details to be
left unspecified, and solved automatically using solver based type inference.
Arrow Types. An arrow type represents a set of possible arrows. It contains the type for each input
and output and additional constraints on any variables. For instance the type of the concatenation
arrow concatarr which concatenates two vectors is written: concatarr :: (a), (b)
(a + b) This
means that concatarr is an arrow with two inputs, which are vectors of size a and b respectively.
The output is vector which has a + b elements, as we expect. We could have also used concatarr ::
{(a), (b)
(c) | c = a + b}, i.e., introduced a variable c and asserted c = a + b.
permute :: x ≡ (xi , ..., xn ), [pi , ..., pn ]
(x[pi ], ..., x[pn ]) permutes the dimensions of its first
input (e.g. if x has shape (3, 5, 7), permute(x, [2, 3, 1]) has shape (5, 7, 3)). x ≡ (xi , ..., xn ) gives
the alias x to the shape of the first input; the square brackets in [pi , ..., pn ] denote that parameters pi
represent values of the second array (not its shape). x[pi ] is the pi th value of the shape array x, hence
the ith output dimension will be x[pi ] elements long. If for example we connect a permute arrow
to each input of a matrix multiplication arrow, the type system would determine how to permute the
input matrices (by assigning pi values) such that the multiplication is well defined, if possible.
3.2

Parametric Nondeterminism

Learning is typically formulated as a search over a space of functions defined implicitly through
parameters, e.g. as a weight matrix in a neural network. Similarly, probabilistic inference methods
search over, sample from, or measure sets of values defined by conditioned random variables. The
unifying principle of both cases is nondeterminism, i.e. a plurality of ways a system could behave.
SNA formalises the distinction between parameters and normal values with the concept of a nondeterministic arrow (arrow set) and additional combinators (figure 3). Arrow sets encapsulate computation and parameters into a modular unit. They compose seamlessly with other arrow sets, as well
as normal arrows, without the need to reason about parameters explicitly.
A normal arrow is converted into an arrow set using param; this is done in figure 1 (iv) to set the
weight inputs to the sigmoid unit as parameters. Sigmoid arrow sets can compose together as if they
are normal arrows; the resulting arrow set would simply have more parameter inputs. If we wanted
to explicitly control how parameters were shared, for instance to force that two composed sigmoid
arrow sets used identical parameters, other arrow set combinator such as param≫ are required.
paramα,β,θ
unparamα,β,θ
param≫α,β,θ
≫α,β,γ,θ,φ
≫α,β,γ,θ
≫α,β,γ,θ
f irstα,β,γ,θ
loopα,β,γ,θ

: (θ × α
β) → (θ  α
β)
: (θ  α
β) → (θ × α
β)
: (φ
θ) × (θ  α
β) → (φ  α
β)
: (θ  α
β) × (φ  β
γ) → (θ × φ  α
: (θ  α
β) × (β
γ) → (θ  α
γ)
: (α
β) × (θ  β
γ) → (θ  α
γ)
: (θ  α
β) → (θ  α × γ
β × γ)
: (θ  α × γ
β × γ) → (θ  α
β)

γ)

Figure 3: Arrow set combinators. Parameters are on the left side of . param converts an arrow to
an arrow set. ≫, f irst and loop allow arrow sets to be used like and interchangeably with normal
arrows. param≫ allows composition with an arrow set’s parameter inputs.
Summary SNA is an arrow based, differentiable language with an refinement types. It generalises
neural network models, and is effective for both composing and learning modular programs.
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